nature neurOSCIenCe a r t I C l e S The pattern of activity that emerges from a neuronal network defines the essence of its function. Many fundamental nervous functions, including attention, learning and memory, and control of sleep/wake cycle, result from rhythmic or oscillatory activities in neuronal networks. Obvious examples of such functions are rhythmic movements such as walking, breathing and chewing, which are generated by networks referred to as central pattern generators (CPGs) [1] [2] [3] . These networks generate a rhythmic motor activity that is continuously adjusted by sensory feedback to produce a movement pattern that is adapted to the prevailing conditions. Despite intense research in this field, the exact mechanisms underlying generation of this rhythmic activity and its adaptation by sensory inputs remain elusive. Some studies point to intrinsic pacemaker properties, while others emphasize synaptic connections 4 . In a few models, rhythmic network properties emerge from the combination of intrinsic properties and synaptic connections, but the mechanism underlying their interaction is ill-defined 5 . In most instances, the potential contribution of astrocytes, the most abundant type of cell in the brain, is largely ignored. Only in respiration has it been shown that astrocytes contribute, by detecting pH changes in the blood and modulating neuronal firing in response 6, 7 .
a r t I C l e S
The pattern of activity that emerges from a neuronal network defines the essence of its function. Many fundamental nervous functions, including attention, learning and memory, and control of sleep/wake cycle, result from rhythmic or oscillatory activities in neuronal networks. Obvious examples of such functions are rhythmic movements such as walking, breathing and chewing, which are generated by networks referred to as central pattern generators (CPGs) [1] [2] [3] . These networks generate a rhythmic motor activity that is continuously adjusted by sensory feedback to produce a movement pattern that is adapted to the prevailing conditions. Despite intense research in this field, the exact mechanisms underlying generation of this rhythmic activity and its adaptation by sensory inputs remain elusive. Some studies point to intrinsic pacemaker properties, while others emphasize synaptic connections 4 . In a few models, rhythmic network properties emerge from the combination of intrinsic properties and synaptic connections, but the mechanism underlying their interaction is ill-defined 5 . In most instances, the potential contribution of astrocytes, the most abundant type of cell in the brain, is largely ignored. Only in respiration has it been shown that astrocytes contribute, by detecting pH changes in the blood and modulating neuronal firing in response 6, 7 .
Several ionic conductances endow neurons with rhythmogenic abilities. I NaP , a persistent voltage-dependent sodium current, is one such conductance that has been shown to underlie rhythmogenesis in the cortex, the hippocampus and several brainstem and spinal CPG systems. Rhythmogenic neurons of the trigeminal circuit involved in mastication and of the spinal locomotor CPG have I NaP -mediated rhythmic bursting properties that are enhanced when the extracellular Ca 2+ concentration ([Ca 2+ ] e ) diminishes 8, 9 . Here we propose that this Ca 2+ dependency forms the basis of the mechanism that enables synaptic inputs of sensory afferents to interact with intrinsic bursting properties and determines the neuronal ability to change firing pattern. We found that, in the dorsal part of the trigeminal main sensory nucleus (NVsnpr), where rhythmogenic neurons are found, stimulation of sensory fibers that project to the nucleus activated astrocytes. In turn, astrocytes regulated the external Ca 2+ to trigger bursting by releasing a Ca 2+ binding protein, S100β. Specific inactivation of astrocytes prevented neuronal bursting, which could be rescued only by addition of S100β; conversely, bursting could not be produced when S100β was blocked. These results will help understand the mechanisms leading to rhythmic firing and may have widespread implications for normal functions relying on rhythmogenesis, as well as abnormal rhythmic firing observed in several pathologies, such as Parkinson disease or epilepsy, where astrocytes are known to contribute.
RESULTS

Burst-inducing stimuli decrease external calcium
We showed in previous work that rhythmic bursting could be elicited in NVsnpr neurons by artificially reducing the Ca 2+ concentration of the perfusing medium 9 . Decreases of [Ca 2+ ] e have been reported to occur during intense or sustained neuronal activity 10 or during pharmacologically induced locomotor-like activities in isolated neonatal rodent spinal cords 11 , but it is unknown whether they occur in a r t I C l e S the trigeminal system and if they can be elicited by more physiological stimuli. We first tested the effects of electrical stimulation of the trigeminal tract on [Ca 2+ ] e and on neuronal firing. The trigeminal tract contains fibers of sensory afferents that project to NVsnpr. Ionsensitive electrodes were used to monitor [Ca 2+ ] e following repetitive stimulation of the tract at 40 Hz, a frequency close to the sensory afferents' natural firing frequency during mastication 12 . To avoid possible washout of small external Ca 2+ changes that could result from the rapid perfusion in a submerged preparation chamber, we conducted these experiments in a Haas-type interface chamber, where preparations were maintained at the interface between a warm, humidified atmosphere of O 2 /CO 2 and a perfusing artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) containing 1.6 mM Ca 2+ (Fig. 1a) . However, only extracellular recordings can be conducted in this condition. In 14 of 22 cells, repetitive stimulation of the trigeminal tract produced long-lasting (≥30 min) decreases of [Ca 2+ ] e in dorsal NVsnpr (average drop: 1.1 ± 0.1 mM; Fig. 1b) , while in the remaining 8 cases, no changes could be detected. In 9 of those 14 cases, [Ca 2+ ] e dropped below 0.4 mM (average drop of 1.3 ± 0.1 mM), and in all of these 9 cases, the firing pattern of neurons recorded extracellularly near the Ca 2+ -sensitive electrode changed from tonic to rhythmic bursting (Fig. 1c,d ). In the remaining 5 cases, the Ca 2+ drop was of smaller amplitude (0.7 ± 0.1 mM) and no changes were observed on firing patterns of adjacent cells recorded. Firing patterns considered as rhythmic bursting and as tonic firing are illustrated in Supplementary Figure 1 and the criteria used to distinguish them are described in Online Methods. Bursting occurred at an average frequency of 8.56 Hz ± 1.02 (Supplementary Table 1) , well within the frequency range of bursts observed by electromyography in the jaw muscles of freely chewing rats (5-11 Hz, with a mean of 8.5 Hz) 13 .
We then sought a robust stimulus to induce bursting and [Ca 2+ ] e decreases in submerged preparations, in order to conduct whole-cell recordings and Ca 2+ imaging. In a previous study we had shown that rhythmic bursting elicited in NVsnpr neurons following stimulation of sensory afferents is blocked by an antagonist of NMDA receptors, dl-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (APV), suggesting that these receptors are involved in burst induction 14 . Hence, we assessed in both interface and submerged slice preparations whether [Ca 2+ ] e and neuronal firing pattern would be altered by local applications of NMDA (1-2 mM). In interface preparations (n = 12 cells in 12 slices from 12 animals), local NMDA application elicited rhythmic bursting at frequencies (7.43 ± 1.2 Hz) close to those of rhythmic bursting elicited by stimulation of sensory afferents (Supplementary Table 1 ). In submerged preparations, similar NMDA applications produced [Ca 2+ ] e decreases (0.89 ± 0.11 mM; n = 8) (Fig. 1e) of shorter duration than those elicited by stimulation of sensory fibers in the interface chamber (23.69 ± 4.58 s). When applied near a neuron held at its resting membrane potential, NMDA caused a long-lasting depolarization Supplementary Fig. 1 ).
(e) In submerged preparations, local application of NMDA (1 mM) also caused a decrease in [Ca 2+ ] e (n = 8 applications in 2 slices from 2 rats). (f) Left, at resting membrane potential, such applications produced a large depolarization and an increase in firing frequency, but no bursting (see inset) (1 mM: n = 5 cells in 3 slices from 3 rats; 2 mM: n = 3 cells in 3 slices from 1 rat). Right, rhythmic bursting (inset) was induced if the neuron was hyperpolarized by current injection before the application. (g) Rhythmic bursting induced by local application of NMDA (1 mM; left) was prevented when a blocker of I NaP channels, riluzole (20 µM), was added to the bath (right). In this condition, NMDA no longer induced bursting, but was still strongly depolarizing and excitatory (n = 3 cells in 3 slices from 3 rats).
npg a r t I C l e S and induced firing, but the firing pattern remained tonic (n = 5 of 5 at 2 mM and 3 of 3 at 1 mM) (Fig. 1f) . Rhythmic bursting (Supplementary Table 1 ) occurred only if the neurons were hyperpolarized before NMDA application (n = 37 at 2 mM, n = 54 at 1 mM in slices from 74 animals) (Fig. 1f) and showed the same voltage dependency as I NaP-mediated events (namely, between −65 mV and −50 mV) 15 (Supplementary Table 1 ). Further, this NMDA-induced bursting was abolished by two I NaP blockers, TTX (1 µM; n = 5 cells in 5 slices from 5 animals; data not shown) and riluzole (20 µM; n = 3; Fig. 1g (Fig. 2c) and did not prevent NMDA-induced bursting (n = 3 of 3) (Fig. 2c) . As with NMDA, bursts induced by local applications of extracellular BAPTA were I NaP -dependent, as they were abolished by riluzole (n = 5 of 6; Fig. 2d ). Low [Ca 2+ ] e has been reported to enhance I NaP (refs. 9,11,17,18) . To ensure that this is the case here, we performed a series of voltage clamp experiments in a modified aCSF (see Online Methods) to pharmacologically block Ca 2+ and K + conductances and isolate Na + currents. A slow voltage ramp (18 mV/s, 5 s) was used to activate I NaP without activating fast sodium currents. In 11 dorsal NVsnpr neurons tested, the slow voltage-clamp command produced an inward sodium current (Supplementary Fig. 2a) . Local application of extracellular BAPTA (10 mM) during the ramp protocol (n = 6) increased the peak of this inward current (Supplementary Fig. 2b ) by 58 ± 13%. Peak currents were obtained at −44.7 ± 1.3 mV under control conditions and at −48.5 ± 1.7 mV with BAPTA, a shift of 8%. This inward current was blocked with bath application of riluzole (20 µM; n = 4 cells in 4 slices from 3 rats) or TTX (1-2 µM; n = 2 cells in 2 slices from 1 animal). We subtracted the trace obtained with a blocker (riluzole or TTX) from the trace obtained under control conditions or the trace obtained with BAPTA to isolate the I NaP current observed in control conditions and in presence of BAPTA, respectively ( Supplementary  Fig. 2c ). The characteristics of this isolated I NaP current were obtained with the fitting of a single Boltzmann function to the normalized (to g max ) conductance-voltage data (Supplementary Fig. 2d ). Taken together, these results strongly suggest that extracellular decrease of [Ca 2+ ] promotes bursting and enhances I NaP currents.
A recent report showed that decreasing [Ca 2+ ] e alters neuronal discharge through an astrocytic ATP-dependent mechanism 19 . To verify whether bursting induced by decreases in Ca 2+ somehow involve ATP release and purinergic receptors, we assessed the effects of bath-applied suramine, a broad-spectrum antagonist of purinergic receptors (50 µM for >1 h). We found no effects on bursting induced by application of extracellular BAPTA (10 mM) in 5 of 5 cells (Supplementary Fig. 3 ).
Astrocytes respond to burst-inducing stimuli
Since regulation of extracellular ions is a key mechanism by which astrocytes affect neuronal functions 20 , we hypothesized that astrocytes We identified astrocytes by specific loading of sulforhodamine 101 (SR101; 1 µM in the bath) and their lack of active membrane properties ( Fig. 3a) . Using simultaneous whole-cell patch recordings and Ca 2+ imaging, we observed that local NMDA (1 mM) applications produced large increases of intracellular Ca 2+ (143.2 ± 28.8% ∆F/F 0 ) accompanied by depolarizations (6.6 ± 1.2 mV; n = 5 astrocytes; Fig. 3b ) under current clamp conditions. Consistently, repetitive stimulation (40-60 Hz; n = 5) of the glutamatergic 21 sensory fibers also depolarized NVsnpr astrocytes (Fig. 3b) . Addition of TTX (1 µM) to the perfusing medium had little effect on the amplitude of the NMDA-induced membrane depolarization in astrocytes ( Fig. 3c,e ; n = 9 of 9), while addition of a mix of drugs blocking AMPA receptors, sodium channels, calcium channels and glutamate uptake (CNQX 10 µM, TTX 1 µM, cadmium 100 µM and L-trans-pyrollidine-2,4-dicarboxylic acid (PDC) 50 µM) reduced the NMDA-induced response by 53% on average ( Fig. 3d ,e; n = 5) and abolished (n = 2) or greatly reduced (by 93%; n = 1) synaptic responses to electrical stimulation of the sensory fibers (Fig. 3d,e) . The remaining response to NMDA with the mix of blockers present presumably resulted from isolated NMDA-evoked current. To further test whether NVsnpr astrocytes express functional NMDA receptors, the NMDA receptor antagonist MK-801 (2 mM) was added to the internal recording solution. In 11 astrocytes recorded in this condition, NMDA applied locally elicited no response in 8 of the cells and a small depolarization in the 3 remaining cells. These depolarizations occurred only in the first minutes after initiating recording and disappeared after a few minutes of diffusion of MK-801 (Fig. 3f) , while responses to local application of glutamate (1 mM), used as a control to test viability of the recorded cells, persisted in all 11 cells (Fig. 3f) . These results clearly demonstrate that NMDA-induced activation of astrocytes does not depend on neuronal transmission and is at least partially mediated by direct activation of astrocytic NMDA receptors.
Inactivation of astrocytes prevents neuronal bursting
Astrocytes are coupled through gap junctions and form syncytia, as shown by dye diffusion (Fig. 4a) . Hence a Ca 2+ -chelating agent introduced in one astrocyte by a patch pipette will diffuse to neighboring astrocytes 22 (Fig. 4b) . However, BAPTA introduced in a single astrocyte prevented Ca 2+ -dependent astrocytic activation of nearby astrocytes that were presumably coupled (Fig. 4c) To test whether inactivation of the astrocytic syncytium interferes with neuronal bursting, we performed dual recordings of a neuron and an adjacent astrocyte and assessed the neuronal bursting ability when BAPTA was added in the electrode used to record from the astrocyte. In 19 such pairs, local application of NMDA in the first few minutes of recording depolarized both the astrocyte and the neuron and led to rhythmic bursting if the neuron had been hyperpolarized before the application (Fig. 5a,b) . By contrast, in 16 of the 19 pairs, NMDA still depolarized neurons and astrocytes after diffusion of BAPTA in the syncytium but could no longer elicit rhythmic bursting (Fig. 5a-c) , even when further hyperpolarization was imposed on the neuron. In the 3 remaining cases, NMDA applications still elicited bursting even after BAPTA diffusion in the syncytium. This apparent lack of effect may result from impaired network integrity in the slice preparation. It is noteworthy that repeated NMDA applications caused reproducible bursting in neurons and Ca 2+ increases in astrocytes recorded under control conditions over extended periods of time (Fig. 5d) . In 3 more pairs in which either a second neuron, another type of glial cell or a distant astrocyte was inadvertently patched and dialyzed with BAPTA, NMDA-induced neuronal bursting persisted even after up to 90 min of BAPTA diffusion. In 4 more paired recordings, dialysis of the astrocytes with a much lower concentration of BAPTA (0.1 mM) did not alter neuronal bursting for over 60 min (Supplementary Fig. 4a ).
Knowing that astrocytes are important for bursting and that reduction of [Ca 2+ ] e facilitates I NaP -mediated bursting, we postulated that artificially reducing [Ca 2+ ] e should occlude the effect of BAPTA diffusion in the astrocytic syncytium. Indeed, in 3 pairs recorded in Ca 2+ -free aCSF, neuronal bursting persisted after letting BAPTA (20 mM) diffuse in the astrocytic syncytium for more than 1 h (Supplementary Fig. 4b ).
S100b induces bursting, reduces [Ca 2+ ] e and enhances I NaP We next investigated the mechanisms by which astrocytes could alter [Ca 2+ ] e . The astrocytic protein S100β is a prime candidate owing to its glial specificity, its established Ca 2+ -binding properties and its secretion by astrocytes 23, 24 . As expected, immunostaining with an antibody directed against S100β revealed numerous immunoreactive astrocytes in dorsal NVsnpr (Supplementary Fig. 5 ; n = 2 animals). To assess the effects of this protein, we first synthesized it using a recombinant approach and tested its binding to Ca 2+ with isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC). A clear endothermic binding of calcium to this S100β was observed with an apparent dissociation constant (K d ) of 25 µM and a stoichiometry of two calcium molecules for each molecule of protein, indicating that the synthesized S100β adopts its calcium-bound form (Supplementary Fig. 6a) .
To test the effects of S100β on neuronal firing and on [Ca 2+ ] e , we suspended the synthesized protein in a 20 mM HEPES buffer containing 140 mM NaCl and applied it locally at 129 µM in the submerged recording chamber and 50 µM in the interface chamber. In this initial set of experiments, the buffer used to suspend S100β was devoid of Ca 2+ to prevent saturation of the protein and preserve its Ca 2+ -binding ability. Consistent with this ability, we found that S100β applied locally in submerged preparations (bathed in aCSF containing 1.6 mM Ca 2+ ) caused large decreases in [Ca 2+ ] e as measured with ion-sensitive electrodes (reduction of 1.0 ± 0.1 mM, n = 15, Fig. 6a,b) . As with BAPTA and NMDA, local extracellular applications of S100β caused neurons recorded in both interface and submerged chambers to change their firing pattern from tonic to rhythmic bursting (n = 62 of 76; Fig. 6a ). Dual recordings of intracellular activity and [Ca 2+ ] e with ion-sensitive electrodes revealed that the transition from tonic to bursting firing appeared gradually and paralleled the Ca 2+ decrease (Fig. 6a,b , n = 5). Doublet firing (shown in Supplementary Fig. 1 and described in Online Methods) appeared, intermingled with single spikes, at a [Ca 2+ ] e of 0.9 ± 0.27 mM. At higher concentrations, only tonic firing (single spikes) was observed, and at a [Ca 2+ ] e of 0.69 ± 0.19 mM, only doublets were observed. Bursts (plateaus with three or more spikes) mingled with doublets appeared at a [Ca 2+ ] e of 0.54 ± 0.16 mM, and only bursts were seen at a [Ca 2+ ] e of 0.4 ± 0.13 mM and less. Notably, the frequency of the S100β-induced bursting was similar to that of bursting Supplementary Fig. 7a ), but it did not alter the neuronal firing pattern in extracellular recordings in the interface chamber (n = 11; Supplementary Fig. 7b ) and in intracellular recordings in the submerged configuration (n = 3; Supplementary Fig. 7c) . Second, saturating the Ca 2+ -binding activity of S100β by increasing to 2.6 mM the [Ca 2+ ] in the circulating aCSF prevented induction of bursting by local applications of the protein suspended in Ca 2+ -free solution (n = 4; Supplementary  Fig. 7d) . Similarly, S100β suspended in a buffer containing 1.6 mM Ca 2+ had no effects on firing at the concentration used throughout the study (129 µM; n = 5; Supplementary Fig. 7e) , and, as expected, the buffer alone containing 1.6 mM Ca 2+ had no effect by itself on neuronal firing (n = 3 in 2 slices from 2 rats) and on [Ca 2+ ] e (n = 4 in 2 slices from 2 rats; data not shown). However, raising the concentration of the protein to 1 mM to overcome its saturation in the Ca 2+ -containing buffer restored its effects on neuronal firing and on [Ca 2+ ] e . Local applications of this solution containing 1 mM of S100β suspended in a buffer containing 1.6 mM [Ca 2+ ] induced bursting in all 10 cells tested in the submerged configuration ( Supplementary  Fig. 7e ) and caused large decreases in [Ca 2+ ] e (reduction of 1.27 ± 0.05 mM, n = 8 applications; Fig. 6c) . Finally, to ensure that these effects of S100β could be attributed to its Ca 2+ -binding ability, we tested the effects of an S100β protein with two mutated residues that obliterated its Ca 2+ binding 25 . Local applications of a solution containing 1 mM of this mutated protein suspended in a 20 mM HEPES buffer containing 140 mM NaCl and 1.6 mM CaCl 2 , had no effect on the neuronal firing pattern of the 7 cells recorded in the submerged configuration and caused only a marginal decrease of [Ca 2+ ] e (0.15 ± 0.02 mM; n = 7; Fig. 6d ). These data provide very strong evidence that the effects of S100β on neuronal firing pattern result from its ability to bind Ca 2+ and to decrease [Ca 2+ ] e , which in turn enhances I NaP and favors bursting. In all of the following experiments, S100β was used at the lower concentration (129 µM) in the submerged chamber and was suspended in the Ca 2+ -free buffer.
We used riluzole to ascertain that the S100β-induced bursting involved I NaP . Blockade of I NaP channels with riluzole indeed prevented bursting induced by local application of S100β ( Fig. 6e ; n = 7 of 10 and 4 of 4 in interface and submerged preparations, respectively). In 3 cases, riluzole did not block the S100β-induced bursting, probably because of ineffective drug perfusion in the brain tissue, as these instances occurred only in the interface recording conditions.
To further assess whether the burst-inducing action of S100β could result from a modulation of I NaP , we examined its effects on the pharmacologically isolated I NaP current in voltage clamp experiments. As was the case for extracellular BAPTA, locally applied S100β (129 µM) significantly increased the peak amplitude of the isolated I NaP , by 55 ± 11% (n = 7; Fig. 6e and Supplementary Fig. 2b) , and shifted the potential at which it occurred by 4%, or 2 mV (−44.7 ± 1.3 mV for controls versus −46.6 ± 1.9 mV for S100β). Again, the inward current induced by S100β was blocked with bath application of riluzole (20 µM; n = 3) or TTX (1-2 µM; n = 2 cells in 2 slices from 2 rats). The characteristics of this current assessed by fitting a Boltzmann function gave values between those obtained in controls and those obtained under BAPTA (Supplementary Fig. 2d ). npg a r t I C l e S If changes in neuronal firing and [Ca 2+ ] e induced by NMDA and sensory fibers stimulation depend on S100β, and if S100β release is downstream of NMDA and/or other glutamatergic receptors activation, then blocking Ca 2+ responses in astrocytes with BAPTA should prevent NMDA-induced but not S100β-induced bursting. Indeed, in paired recordings of neurons and adjacent astrocytes with BAPTA in the electrode used for the astrocyte, either local applications of NMDA or of S100β induced rhythmic bursting in the first few minutes (Fig. 7a) . NMDA-induced bursting was gradually blocked by diffusion of BAPTA in the astrocytic syncytium, whereas S100β-induced bursting persisted unaltered for as long as the cell was recorded (20-80 min after blockade of NMDA-induced bursting, n = 5 of 5; Fig. 7b ).
Blockade of S100b prevents bursting induced by sensory fiber stimulation or NMDA The above data suggest that S100β can still elicit bursting after inactivation of the astrocytic syncytium but do not prove that S100β Wild type S100β (e) The S100β-induced bursting (middle) was abolished in the presence of the I NaP blocker riluzole (20 µM, right, n = 11 of 14 cells in 14 slices from 11 rats). Left, voltage clamp recordings of a pharmacologically isolated inward current induced by a voltage ramp from −80 to 0 mV (top trace). The inward current elicited under control conditions (black) was increased by local application of S100β (purple; n = 7 cells in 7 slices from 5 rats; control, 88 ± 26 pA versus S100β, 135 ± 41 pA; paired t-test; P = 0.021) and blocked by riluzole (20 µM; gray, n = 3 cells in 3 slices from 2 rats). is required for bursting. We therefore tested whether blocking extracellular S100β activity with a local application of an S100β-subunit monoclonal antibody (40-80 µg/ml) 24 would prevent bursting induced by NMDA applications or sensory fiber stimulation.
To insure that the antibody did interfere with the Ca 2+ -binding ability of S100β, we used ITC. Indeed, no difference in the generated heat was observed when Ca 2+ was added to S100β in the presence of the anti-S100β monoclonal antibody, indicating that binding of the antibody to S100β inhibited calcium binding ( Supplementary  Fig. 6b ). In 4 of 4 slices examined in the interface chamber, pretreatment with this antibody before stimulation of the sensory fibers prevented neuronal bursting and [Ca 2+ ] e decreases measured with ion-sensitive electrodes (Fig. 8a) . In 2 other cases, similar pretreatment with a nonspecific antibody (donkey anti-sheep IgG) did not prevent the Ca 2+ decrease, nor the accompanying neuronal bursting (Fig. 8b) induced by sensory fibers stimulation. In 9 of 11 cells recorded in submerged slices, rhythmic bursting induced by NMDA was totally (n = 7; Fig. 8c ) or partially (n = 2) blocked by treatment with the anti-S100β antibody. In the 2 cases considered partially blocked, NMDA applications elicited a few irregular bursts with a much shorter duration when compared to those elicited before application of the antibody. Use of the nonspecific antibody did not prevent bursting induced by NMDA in 5 of 5 cases (Fig. 8d) . These data strongly suggest that sensory fibers stimulation and NMDAinduced neuronal bursting depend on the presence of S100β in the extracellular space and its capacity to bind Ca 2+ .
DISCUSSION
The results presented here uncover a new mechanism for rhythmogenesis that depends on proper functioning of the astrocytes. The key element of this mechanism is regulation of I NaP , the ionic conductance driving neuronal rhythmic burst firing, ] e drops affect bursting is not exactly known. Ca 2+ -free perfusate has often been used to assess the role of synaptic transmission in various functions, and in many preparations this procedure leads to the appearance of spontaneous burst discharges 29, 30 . Although a link between this bursting and I NaP had been described in supraoptic neurons 17 and in hippocampus 18 , it was established in CPGs only recently by us in the masticatory system 9 and later by others in the locomotor CPG 8, 11 . This link is also likely to exist in at least part of the respiratory CPG, as low-Ca 2+ perfusate is routinely used to obtain spontaneous bursting in in vitro preparations, including those of the pre-Bötzinger complex, where I NaP is responsible for intrinsic bursting 30 . However, the fact that I NaP -mediated bursting is facilitated under low-Ca 2+ conditions does not preclude the possibility that it may occur under physiological Ca 2+ conditions as well. Indeed, our data from the sensory fiber stimulation suggest that neuronal activity can also produce Ca 2+ decreases and I NaP dependent bursting. The interaction between Ca 2+ and I NaP is not fully understood, but work in the squid giant axon suggests that Ca 2+ can occupy the pore of the sodium channel to favor its closing. In the absence of Ca 2+ , closing slows or does not occur. The voltage sensitivity of closing kinetics also change with Ca 2+ concentration and seem to depend in part on the ability of Ca 2+ to enter and block the channels as voltage is driven negative 31 . This may partly explain why hyperpolarization was required to induce bursting when using NMDA. On one hand, hyperpolarization was required to keep the cells membrane potential within the I NaP activation range by counteracting the depolarization induced by NMDA. On the other, it may have helped relieve the Ca 2+ block of the Na + channel. In neurons of the supraoptic nucleus, removal of external Ca 2+ shifts the I NaP activation threshold by ~13 mV towards more hyperpolarized potentials 17 , while in Hb9 neurons of the locomotor CPG, every 0.1 mM decrease of Ca 2+ shifts the I NaP activation threshold and half-activation voltage by ~1 mV towards more hyperpolarized potentials; in both cases, I NaP amplitude increases substantially 11 . This is in line with our data, wherein local applications of BAPTA and S100β, which both decrease [Ca 2+ ] e , shifted the activation and half-activation voltage of I NaP towards more hyperpolarized potentials. According to predictions based on a computational model of Hb9 cells, a slight shift of I NaP activation would suffice to cause tonically firing neurons to burst rhythmically 11 . Here we found that bursting did not occur as long as [Ca 2+ ] e did not drop beneath 0.4 mM. Brocard et al. 11 were able to induce bursting in the locomotor CPG at a [Ca 2+ ] e of 0.9 mM, but only if [K + ] was artificially raised to 6 mM. However, I NaP currents were not upregulated by the increase of [K + ] e . As suggested by Brocard et al. 11 and previous work from Rybak et al. 32 , the facilitation seen with increased [K + ] e probably results from a change in the potassium equilibrium potential (E K ) that diminishes or suppresses a delayed-rectifier potassium current. Also, we cannot discard regional or age-related differences in I NaP characteristics. Indeed, the mean peak amplitude that we observed was larger and occurred at more hyperpolarized potentials than those previously reported in NVsnpr neurons of younger animals (postnatal days [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] 33 .
Function of astrocytes in regulating [Ca 2+ ] e
Our data suggest that, in addition to activating NVsnpr neurons, stimulation of sensory afferents at a frequency close to their natural firing frequency 12 also activates astrocytes. Astrocytes have been shown to detect neurotransmitters release induced by basal 34 as well as intense neuronal activity 35 and to respond by releasing gliotransmitters, modulating neuronal activity in return. Here we show that NVsnpr astrocytes have functional NMDA receptors that enable them to respond to the glutamate released by afferent fibers. Astrocytes in other brain regions have also been reported to have functional NMDA receptors 36 . Locally applied NMDA may act on neuronal NMDA receptors and/or on these astrocytic NMDA receptors, causing release of other factors that may mediate burst induction. Rhythmic bursting induced by NMDA has traditionally been ascribed to the biphasic current-voltage (I-V) relationship of the current mediated by neuronal NMDA receptors 37, 38 . However, although we cannot rule out involvement of all neuronal NMDA receptors, our observations suggest that NMDA receptors of the recorded neuron itself are unlikely to play a significant role, as neuronal NMDA receptors are normally blocked in hyperpolarized states and are mostly permeable to Ca 2+ . The findings that hyperpolarization was required for burst induction and that the NMDAinduced bursting was insensitive to intraneuronal diffusion of BAPTA suggest that NMDA receptors located elsewhere than on the recorded neuron are likely to be involved in the observed bursting.
We postulate that activation of astrocytes through their NMDA receptors and/or other glutamatergic receptors leads to [Ca 2+ ] e decreases because (i) the astrocytic syncytium must be functional and (ii) [Ca 2+ ] e must decrease for bursting to occur. Modulation of [Ca 2+ ] e by astrocytes has often been postulated, but never demonstrated. The fact that exogenous applications of a Ca 2+ -binding protein released by astrocytes, S100β 23, 24 , decreased Ca 2+ and induced bursting even after inactivation of the astrocytic syncytium with BAPTA is a clear indication, but not proof, that astrocytes act by releasing S100β. However, the fact that blockade of this protein with a specific antibody prevents [Ca 2+ ] e decreases and bursting induced with sensory fibers stimulation and NMDA applications is strong evidence that S100β is required for bursting to occur. Furthermore, the secretion of S100β from astrocytes has been reported to be stimulated by glutamate receptors activation as well as by intracellular calcium increase 39 , two conditions that are met in our experiments.
Surprisingly, despite its well-established Ca 2+ -binding property, previous studies that have focused on S100β extracellular actions have not addressed a possible regulatory function of local extracellular Ca 2+ concentration. Intracellularly, S100β carries out many regulatory activities through Ca 2+ -dependent interactions with the cytoskeleton and with several cytoplasmic proteins involved in cell differentiation, proliferation and survival (for review, see ref. 39) . Once released in the extracellular compartment, S100β carries out many actions via activation of RAGE (receptor for advanced glycation end products) 39 . We cannot rule out the possibility that these other effects of S100β are important, but we can affirm that its effects on extracellular Ca 2+ are required for bursting. Indeed, S100β loses its ability to alter neuronal firing once mutated at its Ca 2+ -binding sites, and inactivation of astrocytes with BAPTA in the Ca 2+ -free condition did not alter bursting. This latter finding also suggests that no other gliotransmitters that may be released from astrocytes in a Ca 2+ -dependent manner are required for bursting. In particular, our data argue strongly that ATP, a well-known gliotransmitter, is not likely to be involved owing to the lack of effect on neuronal bursting of suramine, a broad antagonist of purinergic receptors.
Functional significance: switch of neuronal function in territories defined by glial syncytia On the basis of these results, we propose a model whereby sustained synaptic inputs to NVsnpr arriving at a physiologically relevant frequency (40-60 Hz) initiate rhythmogenesis by activating both neurons and astrocytes (Supplementary Fig. 8 ). Sporadic or low-frequency firing of the inputs is insufficient to activate the astrocytes. Under this condition, the circuit operates in a conventional sensory relay mode wherein the output is linearly related to the input (Supplementary Fig. 8 ). With more sustained activity at higher frequency, astrocytes are activated, couple to form a syncytium and release S100β. The extent of the syncytium would define a territory (Supplementary Fig. 8 ) within which the confined neurons will be exposed to the same decrease in [Ca 2+ ] e and, therefore, have the same conditions of activation or inactivation of I NaP channels. The terminals of inputs to NVsnpr are highly organized 40 and are likely to activate adjacent neurons and astrocytes. Firing of these inputs could therefore act as a common trigger to initiate rhythmic activity in a given population of neurons, which will be synchronized npg a r t I C l e S because they are surrounded by the same astrocytic syncytium. The population of rhythmogenic neurons could vary constantly and in an adaptive manner according to the pattern of incoming inputs. Notably, NVsnpr neurons also receive glutamatergic projections from the cortical masticatory area, known to be important for initiation of the movements and the first few cycles of a masticatory sequence 41 . Stimulation of this area elicits mastication in vivo, but only when trains of stimuli are delivered at frequencies between 20 and 100 Hz and optimally around [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . Thus, NVsnpr neurons could be considered an interface converting sensory and/or cortical inputs into rhythmic motor commands when astrocytes are activated by increased or coincident activity of these inputs. A similar role was assigned to the lamprey reticulospinal cells receiving sensory inputs from the trigeminal system 43 . This dual function of NVsnpr neurons is in line with their projections to the thalamus (sensory relay mode) and to brainstem motor neurons and premotor interneurons, on one hand, and with their two firing modes on the other. Interestingly, the bursting frequency of NVsnpr neurons reported during fictive mastication in rabbit (~3 Hz) 44 corresponds to the chewing frequency in that species. Similarly, the frequency of bursting elicited here in the interface chamber, whether by sensory stimulation, NMDA or S100β, corresponds to the chewing frequency observed in vivo in rats 13 . In submerged preparations, the bursting frequency was slower, but this probably results from differences in temperature between the two recording conditions (room temperature for submerged versus 30-32 °C for interface).
Implications for health and pathology
Astrocytes have many important functions, including at least one in a rhythmic circuit, the respiratory CPG, where they alter the inspiratory rhythm by releasing ATP 6 in response to a change in pH. However, in this case, the mechanism involved is pH dependent and seems specific to the ventral brainstem respiratory area 45 , whereas the mechanism of action reported here may be of a much broader relevance given the widespread distribution of both S100β and I NaP (refs. 4,8,9,11,17,18,30) .
Regulation of I NaP -mediated bursting by astrocytes may help explain the appearance of bursting in normal and pathological conditions, such as epileptic seizures, where astrocytes are overactivated 46 . Generation and propagation of seizures are generally attributed to spread of activity in excitatory feedback circuits. However, surprisingly, in situ measurements with ion-selective electrodes show that during seizures, [Ca 2+ ] e drops to levels incompatible with chemical synaptic transmission 47 . Our results may help explain this paradoxical finding and could explain how bursting activity is maintained in the absence of chemical synaptic transmission. These findings could help develop new targets and strategies for the treatment of these conditions.
METHODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper. 
